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A plasmonic microcavity providing broadband control of spontaneous emission for large and sparse

semiconductor quantum dots emitting at telecommunications wavelengths is proposed. By designing

and fabricating such a cavity, we demonstrate a broadband Purcell effect with spontaneous emission

enhancement over a broad spectral range of Dk ’ 20 nm with a 3.9-fold maximum enhancement, as

well as inhibition over Dk ’ 100 nm around 1.3 lm. The broadband feature relaxes the constraint on

spectral matching between the dot emission and the cavity mode, favourable for implementing

efficient non-classical light sources or nanoscale lasers. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4818131]

The extreme confinement of the electromagnetic field

in nanoscale optical cavities, whose volume is of the order

of a cubic wavelength, modifies significantly the radiative

properties of emitting dipole. In particular, it may give rise

to enhancement or inhibition of the spontaneous emission

rate with respect to its value in free space, usually referred

to as the Purcell effect.1 First observed in atomic systems,2

this effect was later implemented on ensembles of solid-

state emitters3 and then on single emitters embedded in dif-

ferent types of low-loss dielectric cavities.4–7 Enhancement

of spontaneous emission is now at the heart of a wide vari-

ety of potential applications, ranging from the production of

quantum states of light8–11 to low-threshold microcavity

lasers.12–14 In order to be viable, however, most of these

applications require sources operating at telecommunica-

tions wavelengths particularly around 1.3 lm and 1.5 lm.

The Purcell effect in this wavelength range has recently

been observed by embedding large semiconductor quantum

dots (QDs) and dashes in dielectric cavities.15,16 However,

significant Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission

requires simultaneously good spectral and spatial matching

between the emitter and a narrow-bandwidth microcavity

mode, requirements that are often compromised by the ran-

dom distribution in space, spectrum and polarization of

most types of solid-state emitters. One approach to over-

coming this problem and optimizing spectral and spatial

matching is to place the emitter deterministically in the cav-

ity either by identifying its position and emission wave-

length and then building the cavity around it,7,17 or by

controlling its growth site.18,19 Another strategy exploits

the weak sensitivity to spectral matching in low-Q plas-

monic nano-cavities or nano-antennas in which the emitting

dipole transfers the excitation to the surface plasmons of

the metallic nanostructure, which can then radiate. Various

metallic structure geometries coupled to solid-state emitters

radiating below 1 lm have already been implemented.20–22

However, while these structures relax the constraint on

spectral matching, their small dimensions present an engi-

neering challenge in adequately positioning single emitters

within the evanescent field of the plasmons. This difficulty

is compounded when the emitters cannot be considered to

be point-like, as is the case of QDs or dashes emitting at tel-

ecommunications wavelengths. The lateral dimensions of

such QDs are of a few tens of nanometers23 and thus are ill-

suited to be embedded in ultimately-small plasmonic nano-

cavities, whose radius is of the order of 50 nm. In addition,

the small volume of such nanocavities is a disadvantage

when the emitter density is very low, since the probability

of having an emitter inside such a nanocavity becomes

negligible.

In this work, we propose a cavity geometry suitable for

operation with large and sparse emitters. This cavity is

derived from the plasmonic nano-cylinder architecture, by en-

gineering the two parameters that determine the value of the

Purcell factor: the volume and the quality factor. The emitter

is embedded in a small semiconductor cylinder which is

inserted in a metallic blind hole, so that photons escape

through the aperture of the hole. Given the typical dimensions

and densities of self-assembled semiconductor QDs, the cy-

lindrical cavity should have a radius of a few hundred nano-

meters (of the order of the optical wavelength in the

semiconductor) in order to accommodate the large and rela-

tively sparse QDs. For such a large radius the reflectivity of

the blind hole aperture is very low (�30%, equivalent to that

of the semiconductor-air interface), thus lowering the quality

factor of the cavity. This latter quantity may be restored by

extending the metallic sheath, so that the metal-coated semi-

conductor cylinder is surmounted by an air-filled metallic col-

lar (see Fig. 1). As the collar diameter is smaller than the

half-wavelength of light in air, it constitutes a pinhole that

does not support propagative electromagnetic modes and thus

acts as a mirror that increases the quality factor, while at the

same time it serves as the output coupler of the cavity. By

measuring the emission dynamics of self-assembled InAsPa)Electronic address: isabelle.robert@lpn.cnrs.fr
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QDs embedded in a metallic cavity based on this modified

geometry, we demonstrate broadband spontaneous emission

enhancement over a spectral range of 20 nm at 1.3 lm and ro-

bust to spatial mismatch, as well as inhibition over a spectral

range of 100 nm.

The hybrid semiconductor-metal nanostructure under

investigation is a cylindrical indentation of depth 600 nm and

radius 400 nm in a sheet of gold. It is filled with a 260 nm-

high InP semiconductor nano-cylinder, so that the top 340 nm

of the indentation are empty (see Fig. 1 Top). This structure

presents a resonance at k ¼ 1325 nm with a full-width at half-

maximum (FWHM) of 20 nm corresponding to a quality

factor of Q¼ 60 (see Fig. 1 Bottom). Simulation of its modal

structure indicates that this resonance corresponds to

the third-order mode with modal volume of the order of

0:5ðk=nÞ3, where n is the refractive index of the semiconduc-

tor; the distribution of the field inside the cavity is maximum

at the center and decreases towards the periphery, while dis-

playing two nodes radially. The central plane of the InP nano-

cylinder incorporates a single layer of InAsP QDs with aver-

age lateral dimensions of 40 nm and density �100 QD/lm2,

so that each cavity contains on average �50 QDs. At temper-

atures of 4 K and at low excitation powers the emission spec-

trum of the QD ensemble consists of a series of discrete

peaks, each corresponding to the exciton transition of a QD,

with a distribution centered around k ’ 1:5 lm and a FWHM

of 100 nm.24 Thus, only one or two QDs in the cavity are

spectrally matched with the cavity mode at 1325 nm. Under

high excitation powers, on the other hand, the emission spec-

trum of each QD becomes very broad, due to the multiple

electron-hole pairs present in it,24 and extends throughout the

1300 nm region. It thus acts as a “white intra-cavity lamp”

allowing us to obtain the spectrum of the cavity, shown on

Fig. 1 (bottom)—black curve.

The 260-nm-thick InP/QD/InP stack was grown on a

1 lm-thick sacrificial InGaAs layer by metal-organic chemi-

cal vapor deposition (MOCVD).25–27 Electron-beam lithog-

raphy was used to define the position and diameter of the InP

nano-cylinders that were subsequently etched by a HBr/O2

mixture in an Inductively Coupled Plasma Reactive Ion

Etching reactor. A thin 15 nm-thick SiN layer was deposited

around the cylinders to isolate the semiconductor from the

subsequent metallic coating. A 10 nm-thick Ti layer was de-

posited on top of the SiN layer, to enhance adhesion and uni-

formity of the gold layer to be deposited subsequently. Gold

was deposited, first by sputtering, then by electrolysis, until

an 80 lm-thick layer was formed. The InP substrate and

InGaAs sacrificial layers were then chemically removed.

The modification of the spontaneous emission rate was

investigated by time-resolved microphotoluminescence meas-

urements. The samples were placed in a liquid He flow cryo-

stat at 4 K and were excited optically under pulsed excitation

with 150-fs-long pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate, delivered

by a Ti:Sa laser emitting at 840 nm. The excitation pulses

were focused on the samples by a microscope objective

(Mitutoyo, numerical aperture of 0.4) to a 2 lm-diameter

spot. An incident power of 100 nW thus corresponds to a

pulse energy density of 312 nJ cm�2. The QD luminescence

was collected by the same microscope objective and sepa-

rated from the pumping laser by means of a dichroic mirror.

Residual pump photons were absorbed by a broadband

antireflection-coated Si filter. The spontaneous emission was

spectrally dispersed by a 0.5 -m spectrometer and detected ei-

ther by a cooled InGaAs photodiode array (Roper Scientific)

or by time-resolved superconducting single photon counters

(SCONTEL) with a timing resolution of 50 ps.

Figure 2 presents microphotoluminescence decay transi-

ents of two QDs that are on-resonance (green curve) and off-

resonance (red curve) with the cavity mode, as well as the

intrinsic quantum dot dynamics measured on an uncoated

mesa (black curve). These curves were obtained at an excita-

tion power of P¼ 0.5 Psat (where Psat is the saturation power

for each QD) corresponding to a mean number of 0.5 exciton

per QD and per excitation pulse. For all transients measured

on 40 different single dots embedded in metal-coated nanocy-

linders as well as on several uncoated mesas, we observe

FIG. 1. (Top left) Scanning electron microscope image of a gold cavity with

air-filled collar. (Top right) Cross-section of the structure along the xz plane;

the emitting dipoles, placed in the central plane of the InP cylinder, are ran-

domly positioned and oriented in the xy plane. (Bottom) Photoluminescence

spectrum of a Au-coated (black) and an uncoated (red) InP cylinder, with

rInP ¼ 400 nm, hair ¼ 340 nm, and hInP ¼ 260 nm, obtained under high-

intensity continuous excitation; the cavity resonance can be clearly seen at

1325 nm. Noise in the [1350 nm to 1450 nm] window is due to strong

absorption by H2O and CO2 in the atmosphere. Both curves are arbitrarily

normalized to unity at k ¼ 1375 nm.

FIG. 2. Decay curves for an on- (green curve) and off- (red curve) resonance

quantum dot as well as for a quantum dot in an uncoated mesa (black curve),

corresponding to lifetimes of s¼ 0.33 ns, 5.2 ns, and 1.3 ns, respectively.

061113-2 Elvira et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 061113 (2013)
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monoexponential decays. The lifetime of single QDs in

uncoated mesas was measured to be smesa ¼ 1:360:1 ns for

all emission lines in the spectral range from 1200 nm to

1400 nm, close to that measured on unpatterned samples.24

For QDs in Au-coated nanocylinders, lifetimes ranging from

son ¼ 0:33 ns and sof f ¼ 5:2 ns were measured respectively

for QDs on and off resonance with the cavity mode. It should

be noted that under pulsed excitation the number of photo-

counts collected from on- and off-resonance QDs is about the

same, while under continuous excitation the on-resonance

QDs display a luminescence intensity 8 to 10 times stronger

than that of off-resonance dots. This implies that the shorten-

ing of the lifetime observed for on-resonance QDs is radiative

and that non-radiative channels (which would occur if, for

example, the QDs were too close to the metallic cavity walls)

are negligible. These changes in radiative lifetimes corre-

spond to Purcell factors Fp ranging form Fp ¼ smesa=son

¼ 3:9 (on-resonance spontaneous emission enhancement) to

Fp ¼ smesa=sof f ¼ 0:25 (off-resonance inhibition).

The spontaneous emission enhancement is found to

occur over a remarkably large bandwidth (Dk ’ 20 nm),

thanks to the low quality factor of the cavity combined with

its wavelength-sized volume. Outside this band, the QDs ex-

hibit inhibition of the spontaneous emission over a range of

Dk ’ 100 nm; this inhibition results from the detuning

between the QDs and the mode of the cavity, and the absence

of other modes to which the QDs could couple.

The values obtained for the Purcell factor show strong

variation, even at resonance, a feature which can be explained

by the random positions and orientations of the QDs, with

respect to the spatially varying intra-cavity field. To confirm

this interpretation, a fully vectorial computation of the spon-

taneous emission modification with a modal method9 was

performed. Figure 3 (top) presents the expected Purcell factor

for 3 different locations and 2 orientations of the QD dipole,

taking into account the actual geometry. For an on-axis dipole

the expected Purcell factor reaches its maximum value of

Fp ¼ 9 at resonance. However, the probability of having a

QD within 50 nm from the axis is less than 2%. On the other

hand, for a QD shifted by 100 nm off-axis the on-resonance

Purcell factor reaches Fp ¼ 6 for a QD oriented radially, and

Fp ¼ 2 for an ortho-radial orientation. The variation of the

Purcell factor with distance and orientation, due to the ran-

dom nucleation sites of the QDs, is at the origin of the large

dispersion observed for the spontaneous emission modifica-

tion. Figure 3 (bottom) presents the experimental values of

the Purcell factor (red dots), plotted against the QD-cavity

detuning, as well as two curves representing the expected

Purcell factor for radially and ortho-radially oriented QDs

located, respectively, 100 nm and 200 nm from the cavity

center. The radial orientation curve may be considered as rep-

resenting the maximum attainable Purcell factor, since 94%

of the QDs lie outside a 100 nm-radius disk. We note that

most experimental points fall between the two curves, under-

scoring the random positions and orientations of the emitting

dipoles. In addition, several points are within the inhibition

region (with Fp < 1), below the curve for ortho-radially ori-

ented dipoles, corresponding probably to QDs located in the

proximity of the radial nodes of the cavity mode.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a metallic cavity

geometry suitable for the control of spontaneous emission of

large and sparse semiconductor QDs emitting at telecommu-

nications wavelengths. This geometry is a metal-coated

semiconductor cylinder (containing the QDs) surmounted by

an air-filled metallic collar, which ensures a high reflectivity

for the open end of the nano-cavity. This produces a quality

factor for the nano-cavity of the order of 60 and gives rise to

a substantial Purcell effect even for the relatively large

modal volume (’ 0:5ðk=nÞ3) necessary to enclose such emit-

ters. These nanostructures can produce significant broad-

band spontaneous emission enhancement (over �20 nm) and

inhibition (over �100 nm) in the telecommunications

O-band, at 1.3 lm. Their performance may be improved by

omitting the adhesion-enhancing Ti-layer, which is a source

of optical losses, thus increasing the amplitude of the sponta-

neous emission enhancement (up to a few tens) while offer-

ing a significant photon collection efficiency (up to a few

tens%). While the limited Q factor of such cavities (� a few

102 at most) is not favourable for implementing strong cou-

pling effects (whose strength varies as Q2=V), such resona-

tors are promising candidates for tailoring the emission of

large and sparse solid-state quantum emitters in the weak

coupling regime, with direct implication in the development

of nanoscale lasers as well as indistinguishable or entangled

photon sources for quantum information technologies.

The authors acknowledge financial support from the
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